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!  Two attitudes 
•  Biology/Neuroscience will eventually explain all there is to 

explain regarding behavior & cognition 
•  Biology/Neuroscience is irrelevant for understanding mental 

phenomena since it provides descriptions at a very low level 

•  Nervous system ensures that sensors & effectors 
that are far away from each other are functionally 
connected 
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Structure and Functions of Cells 
of the Nervous System 

Chapter 2 

Invisibility
• Textbooks

– Represent the science

– Written anew after each revolution

– Reconstruct the previous paradigms

– Lead to the accepted view
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Nerede kalmıştık

• „Siz“, neşeleriniz, üzüntüleriniz, 
anılarınız, ihtiraslarınız, benlik ve özgür 
irade duygularınız ile, aslında çok sayıda 
nöron ve bunlarla ilişkili moleküllerin bir 
arada davranışından ibaretsiniz (Crick, 
1994)
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• Şimdi biraz geriye saralım
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• Neden sinir sistemi?
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Konu başlıkları

• Neden sinir sistemi?

• Nöronlar ve işlevleri

• İşlevsel parsellenme

• Sinir sisteminin yapısı

• Eee?
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• Dalai Lama’ya dert anlatmak
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Amip 

• Duyu ve hareket yüzeyleri aynı hücrede
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Amip 

• Duyu ve hareket yüzeyleri aynı hücrede

• Gene de davranışsal tasvir oluyor
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Ve sinir sistemi
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Ve sinir sistemi
• Hidrada sinir hücresi, duyu ve hareket yüzeyleri 

arasında katmanı görüyoruz
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• Sinir sistemi duyu ve hareket yüzeylerini 
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Toplarsak....

24 Part I / The Neurobiology of Behavior 

Figure 2-4 Neurons can be classified as 
unipolar, bipolar, or multipolar accord- 
ing to the number of processes that 
originate from the cell body. 
A. Unipolar cells have a single process, 
with different segments serving as recep- 
tive surfaces or releasing terminals. 
Unipolar cells are characteristic of the in- 
vertebrate nervous system. 
B. Bipolar cells have two processes that 
are functionally specialized: the dendrite 
carries information to the cell, and the 
axon transmits information to other cells. 
C. Certain neurons that carry sensory in- 
formation, such as information about 
touch or stretch, to the spinal cord belong 
to a subclass of bipolar cells designated 
as pseudo-unipolar. As such cells develop, 
the two processes of the embryonic bipo- 
lar cell become fused and emerge from 
the cell body as a single process. This out- 
growth then splits into two processes, 
both of which function as axons, one go- 
ing to peripheral skin or muscle, the other 
going to the central spinal cord. 
D. Multipolar cells have an axon and many 
dendrites. They are the most common 
type of neuron in the mammalian nervous 
system. Three examples illustrate the 
large diversity of these cells. Spinal motor 
neurons (left) innervate skeletal muscle 
fibers. Pyramidal cells (middle) have a 
roughly triangular cell body; dendrites 
emerge from both the apex (the apical 
dendrite) and the base (the basal den- 
drites). Pyramidal cells are found in the 
hippocampus and throughout the cerebral 
cortex. Purkinje cells of the cerebellum 
(right) are characterized by the rich and ex- 
tensive dendritic tree in one plane. Such a 
structure permits enormous synaptic in- 
put. (Adapted from Ramon y Cajal 1933.) 
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Unipolar neurons are the simplest nerve cells because 
they have a single primary process, which usually gives 
rise to many branches. One branch serves as the axon; 
other branches function as dendritic receiving struc- 
tures (Figure 2-4A). These cells predominate in the ner- 
vous systems of invertebrates; in vertebrates they occur 
in the autonomic nervous system. 

Bipolar neurons have an oval-shaped soma that gives 
rise to two processes: a dendrite that conveys informa- 
tion from the periphery of the body, and an axon that 
carries information toward the central nervous system 
(Figure 2-4B). Many sensory cells are bipolar cells, in- 
cluding those in the retina of the eye and in the olfactory 
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epithelium of the nose. The mechanoreceptors that con- 
vey touch, pressure, and pain to the spinal cord are vari- 
ants of bipolar cells called pseudo-unipolar cells. These 
cells develop initially as bipolar cells; later the two cell 
processes fuse to form one axon that emerges from the 
cell body. The axon then splits into two; one branch runs 
to the periphery (to sensory receptors in the skin, joints, 
and muscle), the other to the spinal cord (Figure 2-4C). 

Multipolar neuvons predominate in the nervous sys- 
tem of vertebrates. They have a single axon and, typi- 
cally, many dendrites emerging from various points 
around the cell body (Figure 2-4D). Multipolar cells 
vary greatly in shape, especially in the length of their 
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Toplarsak....
• Duysal hücreler, hareket hücreleri, ve aralarında 

onları “birleştiren” sinir hücreleri (nöronlar)
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Toplarsak....
• Duysal hücreler, hareket hücreleri, ve aralarında 

onları “birleştiren” sinir hücreleri (nöronlar)

• Nöron doktrini: Bireysel nöronlar, sinir 
sisteminin iletişim birimleridir. (Cajal)
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ants of bipolar cells called pseudo-unipolar cells. These 
cells develop initially as bipolar cells; later the two cell 
processes fuse to form one axon that emerges from the 
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and muscle), the other to the spinal cord (Figure 2-4C). 

Multipolar neuvons predominate in the nervous sys- 
tem of vertebrates. They have a single axon and, typi- 
cally, many dendrites emerging from various points 
around the cell body (Figure 2-4D). Multipolar cells 
vary greatly in shape, especially in the length of their 
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Figure 10-7 Synapt ic t ransmission at chemical  synapses in- 
volves several steps. An action potential arriving at the termi- 
nal of a presynaptic axon causes voltage-gated Ca2+ channels 
at the active zone to  open. The influx of Ca2- produces a high 
concentration of Ca2+ near the active zone, which in turn 
causes vesicles containing neurotransmitter t o  fuse with the 
presynaptic cell membrane and release their contents into the 
synaptic cleft (a process termed exocytosis). The released 
neurotransmitter molecules then diffuse across the synaptic 

Chemical Transmitters Bind 
to Postsynaptic Receptors 

Chemical synaptic transmission can be divided into two 
steps: a tvnnsmitting step, in which the presynaptic cell 
releases a chemical messenger, and a veceptiue step, in 
which the transmitter binds to the receptor molecules in 
the postsynaptic cell. 

The transmitting process resembles the release 
process of an endocrine gland, and chemical synaptic 
transmission can be seen as a modified form of hormone 
secretion. Both endocrine glands and presynaptic termi- 
nals release a chemical agent with a signaling function, 
and both are examples of regulated secretion (Chapter 
4). Similarly, both endocrine glands and neurons are 
usually some distance from their target cells. There is 
one important difference, however. The hormone re- 
leased by the gland travels through the blood stream 
until it interacts with all cells that contain an appropri- 
ate receptor. A neuron, on the other hand, usually com- 
municates only with specific cells, the cells with which it 
forms synapses. Communication consists of a presynap- 
tic neuron sending an action potential down its axon to 
the axon terminal, where the electrical signal triggers 

cleft and bind to specific receptors on the post-synaptic mem- 
brane. These receptors cause ion channels to  open (or close), 
thereby changing the membrane conductance and membrane 
potential of the postsynaptic cell. The complex process of 
chemical synaptic transmission is responsible for the delay be- 
tween action potentials in the pre- and post-synaptic cells com- 
pared wi th  the virtually instantaneous transmission of signals at 
electrical synapses (see Figure 10-2B). The gray filaments rep- 
resent the docking and release sites of the active zone. 

the focused release of the chemical transmitter onto a 
target cell. Thus the chemical signal travels only a small 
distance to its target. Neuronal signaling, therefore, has 
two special features: It is fast and precisely directed. 

To accomplish this highly directed or focused re- 
lease, most neurons have specialized secretory machin- 
ery, the active zones. In neurons without active zones 
the distinction between neuronal and hormonal trans- 
mission becomes blurred. For example, the neurons in 
the autonomic nervous system that innervate smooth 
muscle reside at some distance from their postsynaptic 
cells and do not have specialized release sites in their 
terminals. Synaptic transmission between these cells is 
slower and more diffuse. Furthermore, at one set of ter- 
minals a transmitter can be released at an active zone, as 
a conventional transmitter acting directly on neighbor- 
ing cells; at another locus it can be released in a less fo- 
cused way as a modulator, producing a more diffuse ac- 
tion; and at a third locus it can be released into the blood 
stream as a neurohormone. 

Although a variety of chemicals serve as neuro- 
transmitters, including both small molecules and pep- 
tides (see Chapter 15), the action of a transmitter in the 
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Kurbağa ve sinek

certain forms of memory, and without a ‘‘balanced’’ neuromo-

dulatory system assigning value(57) to stimuli, selective

attention is probably impaired in flies as well as humans.

Arousal in the fly brain
Fruit flies sleep, as was demonstrated recently by behavioral

criteria such as increased arousal thresholds during prolonged

immobility at night, or sleep rebound following mechanical

sleep deprivation.(58,59) However, aswas the case for selective

attention, an independent measure of arousal (sleep versus

wake) in the fly brain seems necessary to convince us that

such a state in flies is more than just a correlate of motor

behavior. Human studies have such independent measures in

the EEG.(54) Immobile, unresponsive humans sitting on a

couch watching TV do not display the delta waves character-

istic of mammalian sleep; motor behavior and arousal state

can be uncoupled in the short term. Brain activity recordings

from theDrosophilamedial protocerebrum (mpc) showed that

this is true for flies as well.(60) Although sleep in flies is

characterized by decreased brain activity (1–100 Hz), the

increased brain activity recorded during wakefulness can be

independent of movement. Thus, wakefulness, like visual

selection, has a neural correlate in fly brain activity indepen-

dent of the motor behaviors usually utilized to identify that

state.

Arousal state in an animal is nevertheless primarily defined

by behavioral responsiveness. Thus, sleep and general

anesthesia are characterized by increased arousal thresholds

(decreased behavioral responsiveness to irritating stimuli).

However, selective attention is also characterizedby increased

arousal thresholds, namely, for all the simultaneous stimuli that

are being ignored. It appears that during wakefulness in

general, the brain is suppressing the perception of stimuli

almost as much as during sleep, with the exception of that one

dynamic, yet narrow window of selection. Recent work on

arousal states in Drosophila showed that behavioral respon-

siveness to mechanical stimuli can be as low in a moving (i.e.,

awake) fly as during sleep.(61) One cannot conclude that all

such heightened arousal thresholds indicate sleep since, in

many cases, flies are moving as much on average as they

ordinarily do while awake and responsive. Similarly, our own

arousal thresholds to someone calling our name, for example,

may be as high while we concentrate on an exam as when we

sleep. In humans, sleep and wake states are very different

conscious states,(54) so we often assume that these must

involve very different brain mechanisms, rather than a

continuum of suppression or uncoupling. We assume that

the consciousness of our waking (or dreaming) states must

therefore stem from something entirely different and unique

that is absent during deep sleep. Such neo-dualism stemming

Figure 3. Measuring selective attention in the fly
brain by ‘‘tagging’’ visual objects. A: Salience. A
single object (a cross) rotating around the record-
ing preparation evokes 20–30 Hz brain activity,
which increases in amplitude when the object is
in front of the fly’s visual field. The 20–30 Hz
responseamplitude can bemodulated by salience
associated with the rotating object, such as odor,
heat or novelty. B: Position tag. Introducing a
second visual object (a box, 1808 from the first)
evokes a 20–30 Hz response mapping to an
opposing position on the rotation sequence, while
suppressing the response to the first object
(suppression is indicated by the double arrow).
C: Period tag. Two distinct objects can also be
tagged by making one rotate faster around the fly
than the other (shownby the longer curved arrow).
20–30 Hz brain activity can then be mapped and
contrasted (double arrow) according to the period
of either object. D: Frequency tag. Simultaneous
objects can be made to flicker at distinct frequen-
cies (e.g. 12 versus15 Hz) as they rotate around
the fly. Salience of either object will modulate the
amplitude of either frequency recorded in the fly’s
brain (Bruno van Swinderen, unpublished data).

Problems and paradigms
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certain forms of memory, and without a ‘‘balanced’’ neuromo-

dulatory system assigning value(57) to stimuli, selective

attention is probably impaired in flies as well as humans.

Arousal in the fly brain
Fruit flies sleep, as was demonstrated recently by behavioral

criteria such as increased arousal thresholds during prolonged

immobility at night, or sleep rebound following mechanical

sleep deprivation.(58,59) However, aswas the case for selective

attention, an independent measure of arousal (sleep versus

wake) in the fly brain seems necessary to convince us that
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this is true for flies as well.(60) Although sleep in flies is
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independent of movement. Thus, wakefulness, like visual

selection, has a neural correlate in fly brain activity indepen-

dent of the motor behaviors usually utilized to identify that
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Arousal state in an animal is nevertheless primarily defined

by behavioral responsiveness. Thus, sleep and general

anesthesia are characterized by increased arousal thresholds

(decreased behavioral responsiveness to irritating stimuli).

However, selective attention is also characterizedby increased

arousal thresholds, namely, for all the simultaneous stimuli that
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almost as much as during sleep, with the exception of that one

dynamic, yet narrow window of selection. Recent work on

arousal states in Drosophila showed that behavioral respon-

siveness to mechanical stimuli can be as low in a moving (i.e.,

awake) fly as during sleep.(61) One cannot conclude that all

such heightened arousal thresholds indicate sleep since, in

many cases, flies are moving as much on average as they

ordinarily do while awake and responsive. Similarly, our own

arousal thresholds to someone calling our name, for example,

may be as high while we concentrate on an exam as when we

sleep. In humans, sleep and wake states are very different

conscious states,(54) so we often assume that these must

involve very different brain mechanisms, rather than a

continuum of suppression or uncoupling. We assume that

the consciousness of our waking (or dreaming) states must

therefore stem from something entirely different and unique

that is absent during deep sleep. Such neo-dualism stemming

Figure 3. Measuring selective attention in the fly
brain by ‘‘tagging’’ visual objects. A: Salience. A
single object (a cross) rotating around the record-
ing preparation evokes 20–30 Hz brain activity,
which increases in amplitude when the object is
in front of the fly’s visual field. The 20–30 Hz
responseamplitude can bemodulated by salience
associated with the rotating object, such as odor,
heat or novelty. B: Position tag. Introducing a
second visual object (a box, 1808 from the first)
evokes a 20–30 Hz response mapping to an
opposing position on the rotation sequence, while
suppressing the response to the first object
(suppression is indicated by the double arrow).
C: Period tag. Two distinct objects can also be
tagged by making one rotate faster around the fly
than the other (shownby the longer curved arrow).
20–30 Hz brain activity can then be mapped and
contrasted (double arrow) according to the period
of either object. D: Frequency tag. Simultaneous
objects can be made to flicker at distinct frequen-
cies (e.g. 12 versus15 Hz) as they rotate around
the fly. Salience of either object will modulate the
amplitude of either frequency recorded in the fly’s
brain (Bruno van Swinderen, unpublished data).
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certain forms of memory, and without a ‘‘balanced’’ neuromo-

dulatory system assigning value(57) to stimuli, selective

attention is probably impaired in flies as well as humans.

Arousal in the fly brain
Fruit flies sleep, as was demonstrated recently by behavioral

criteria such as increased arousal thresholds during prolonged

immobility at night, or sleep rebound following mechanical

sleep deprivation.(58,59) However, aswas the case for selective

attention, an independent measure of arousal (sleep versus

wake) in the fly brain seems necessary to convince us that

such a state in flies is more than just a correlate of motor

behavior. Human studies have such independent measures in

the EEG.(54) Immobile, unresponsive humans sitting on a

couch watching TV do not display the delta waves character-

istic of mammalian sleep; motor behavior and arousal state

can be uncoupled in the short term. Brain activity recordings

from theDrosophilamedial protocerebrum (mpc) showed that

this is true for flies as well.(60) Although sleep in flies is

characterized by decreased brain activity (1–100 Hz), the

increased brain activity recorded during wakefulness can be

independent of movement. Thus, wakefulness, like visual

selection, has a neural correlate in fly brain activity indepen-

dent of the motor behaviors usually utilized to identify that

state.

Arousal state in an animal is nevertheless primarily defined

by behavioral responsiveness. Thus, sleep and general

anesthesia are characterized by increased arousal thresholds

(decreased behavioral responsiveness to irritating stimuli).

However, selective attention is also characterizedby increased

arousal thresholds, namely, for all the simultaneous stimuli that

are being ignored. It appears that during wakefulness in

general, the brain is suppressing the perception of stimuli

almost as much as during sleep, with the exception of that one

dynamic, yet narrow window of selection. Recent work on

arousal states in Drosophila showed that behavioral respon-

siveness to mechanical stimuli can be as low in a moving (i.e.,

awake) fly as during sleep.(61) One cannot conclude that all

such heightened arousal thresholds indicate sleep since, in

many cases, flies are moving as much on average as they

ordinarily do while awake and responsive. Similarly, our own

arousal thresholds to someone calling our name, for example,

may be as high while we concentrate on an exam as when we

sleep. In humans, sleep and wake states are very different

conscious states,(54) so we often assume that these must

involve very different brain mechanisms, rather than a

continuum of suppression or uncoupling. We assume that

the consciousness of our waking (or dreaming) states must

therefore stem from something entirely different and unique

that is absent during deep sleep. Such neo-dualism stemming

Figure 3. Measuring selective attention in the fly
brain by ‘‘tagging’’ visual objects. A: Salience. A
single object (a cross) rotating around the record-
ing preparation evokes 20–30 Hz brain activity,
which increases in amplitude when the object is
in front of the fly’s visual field. The 20–30 Hz
responseamplitude can bemodulated by salience
associated with the rotating object, such as odor,
heat or novelty. B: Position tag. Introducing a
second visual object (a box, 1808 from the first)
evokes a 20–30 Hz response mapping to an
opposing position on the rotation sequence, while
suppressing the response to the first object
(suppression is indicated by the double arrow).
C: Period tag. Two distinct objects can also be
tagged by making one rotate faster around the fly
than the other (shownby the longer curved arrow).
20–30 Hz brain activity can then be mapped and
contrasted (double arrow) according to the period
of either object. D: Frequency tag. Simultaneous
objects can be made to flicker at distinct frequen-
cies (e.g. 12 versus15 Hz) as they rotate around
the fly. Salience of either object will modulate the
amplitude of either frequency recorded in the fly’s
brain (Bruno van Swinderen, unpublished data).
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certain forms of memory, and without a ‘‘balanced’’ neuromo-

dulatory system assigning value(57) to stimuli, selective

attention is probably impaired in flies as well as humans.

Arousal in the fly brain
Fruit flies sleep, as was demonstrated recently by behavioral

criteria such as increased arousal thresholds during prolonged

immobility at night, or sleep rebound following mechanical

sleep deprivation.(58,59) However, aswas the case for selective

attention, an independent measure of arousal (sleep versus

wake) in the fly brain seems necessary to convince us that

such a state in flies is more than just a correlate of motor

behavior. Human studies have such independent measures in

the EEG.(54) Immobile, unresponsive humans sitting on a

couch watching TV do not display the delta waves character-

istic of mammalian sleep; motor behavior and arousal state

can be uncoupled in the short term. Brain activity recordings

from theDrosophilamedial protocerebrum (mpc) showed that

this is true for flies as well.(60) Although sleep in flies is

characterized by decreased brain activity (1–100 Hz), the

increased brain activity recorded during wakefulness can be

independent of movement. Thus, wakefulness, like visual

selection, has a neural correlate in fly brain activity indepen-

dent of the motor behaviors usually utilized to identify that

state.

Arousal state in an animal is nevertheless primarily defined

by behavioral responsiveness. Thus, sleep and general

anesthesia are characterized by increased arousal thresholds

(decreased behavioral responsiveness to irritating stimuli).

However, selective attention is also characterizedby increased

arousal thresholds, namely, for all the simultaneous stimuli that

are being ignored. It appears that during wakefulness in

general, the brain is suppressing the perception of stimuli

almost as much as during sleep, with the exception of that one

dynamic, yet narrow window of selection. Recent work on

arousal states in Drosophila showed that behavioral respon-

siveness to mechanical stimuli can be as low in a moving (i.e.,

awake) fly as during sleep.(61) One cannot conclude that all

such heightened arousal thresholds indicate sleep since, in

many cases, flies are moving as much on average as they

ordinarily do while awake and responsive. Similarly, our own

arousal thresholds to someone calling our name, for example,

may be as high while we concentrate on an exam as when we

sleep. In humans, sleep and wake states are very different

conscious states,(54) so we often assume that these must

involve very different brain mechanisms, rather than a

continuum of suppression or uncoupling. We assume that

the consciousness of our waking (or dreaming) states must

therefore stem from something entirely different and unique

that is absent during deep sleep. Such neo-dualism stemming

Figure 3. Measuring selective attention in the fly
brain by ‘‘tagging’’ visual objects. A: Salience. A
single object (a cross) rotating around the record-
ing preparation evokes 20–30 Hz brain activity,
which increases in amplitude when the object is
in front of the fly’s visual field. The 20–30 Hz
responseamplitude can bemodulated by salience
associated with the rotating object, such as odor,
heat or novelty. B: Position tag. Introducing a
second visual object (a box, 1808 from the first)
evokes a 20–30 Hz response mapping to an
opposing position on the rotation sequence, while
suppressing the response to the first object
(suppression is indicated by the double arrow).
C: Period tag. Two distinct objects can also be
tagged by making one rotate faster around the fly
than the other (shownby the longer curved arrow).
20–30 Hz brain activity can then be mapped and
contrasted (double arrow) according to the period
of either object. D: Frequency tag. Simultaneous
objects can be made to flicker at distinct frequen-
cies (e.g. 12 versus15 Hz) as they rotate around
the fly. Salience of either object will modulate the
amplitude of either frequency recorded in the fly’s
brain (Bruno van Swinderen, unpublished data).
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Chapter 1 / The Brain and Behavior 7 

grew, it purportedly caused the overlying skull to bulge, 
creating a pattern of bumps and ridges on the skull that 
indicated which brain regions were most developed 
(Figure 1-1). Rather than looking within the brain, Gall 
sought to establish an anatomical basis for describing 
character traits by correlating the personality of individ- 
uals with the bumps on their skulls. His psychology, 
based on the distribution of bumps on the outside of the 
head, became known as phrenology. 

In the late 1820s Gall's ideas were subjected to ex- 
perimental analysis by the French physiologist Pierre 
Flourens. By systematically removing Gall's functional 
centers from the brains of experimental animals, 
Flourens attempted to isolate the contributions of each 
"cerebral organ" to behavior. From these experiments 
he concluded that specific brain regions were not re- 
sponsible for specific behaviors, but that all brain re- 
gions, especially the cerebral hemispheres of the fore- 
brain, participated in every mental operation. Any part 
of the cerebral hemisphere, he proposed, was able to 
perform all the functions of the hemisphere. Injury to a 
specific area of the cerebral hemisphere would therefore 
affect all higher functions equally. 

In 1823 Flourens wrote: "All perceptions, all voli- 
tions occupy the same seat in these (cerebral) organs; the 
faculty of perceiving, of conceiving, of willing merely 
constitutes therefore a faculty which is essentially 
one." The rapid acceptance of this belief (later called the 
aggregate-field view of the brain) was based only partly on 
Flourens's experimental work. It also represented a cul- 
tural reaction against the reductionist view that the hu- 
man mind has a biological basis, the notion that there 
was no soul, that all mental processes could be reduced 
to actions within different regions in the brain! 

The aggregate-field view was first seriously chal- 
lenged in the mid-nineteenth century by the British neu- 
rologist J. Hughlings Jackson. In his studies of focal 
epilepsy, a disease characterized by convulsions that be- 
gin in a particular part of the body, Jackson showed that 
different motor and sensory functions can be traced to 
different parts of the cerebral cortex. These studies were 
later refined by the German neurologist Karl Wernicke, 
the English physiologist Charles Sherrington, and 
Ramon y Cajal into a view of brain function called cellu- 
lar connectionism. According to this view, individual 
neurons are the signaling units of the brain; they are 
generally arranged in functional groups and connect to 
one another in a precise fashion. Wernicke's work in 
particular showed that different behaviors are produced 
by different brain regions interconnected by specific 
neural pathways. 

The differences between the aggregate-field theory 
and cellular-connectionism can best be illustrated by an 

Figure 1-1 According to the nineteenth-century doctrine of 
phrenology, complex traits such as combativeness, spiritu- 
ality, hope, and conscientiousness are controlled by spe- 
cific areas in the brain, which expand as the traits develop. 
This enlargement of local areas of the brain was thought to pro- 
duce characteristic bumps and ridges on the overlying skull, 
from which an individual's character could be determined. This 
map, taken from a drawing of the early 1800s, purports to 
show 35 intellectual and emotional faculties in distinct areas of 
the skull and the cerebral cortex underneath. 

analysis of how the brain produces language. Before we 
consider the relevant clinical and anatomical studies 
concerned with the localization of language, let us 
briefly look at the overall structure of the brain. (The 
anatomical organization of the nervous system is de- 
scribed in detail in Chapter 17.) 

The Brain Has Distinct Functional Regions 

The central nervous system is a bilateral and essentially 
symmetrical structure with seven main parts: the spinal 
cord, medulla oblongata, pons, cerebellum, midbrain, 
diencephalon, and the cerebral hemispheres (Box 1-1 
and Figures 1-2 and 1-3). Radiographic imaging tech- 
niques have made it possible to visualize these struc- 
tures in living subjects. Through a variety of experimen- 
tal methods, such images of the brain can be made while 
subjects are engaged in specific tasks, which then can be 
related to the activities of discrete regions of the brain. 
As a result, Gall's original idea that different regions are 
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328 Part IV / The Neural Basis of Cognition 

Figure 17-7 The prominence o f  par- 
ticular cell layers of the cerebral cor- 
tex varies throughout the cortex. 
Sensory cortices, such as the primary 
visual cortex, tend to have very promi- 
nent internal granule cell layers. Motor 
cortices, such as the primary motor 
cortex, have a very meager layer IV but 
prominent output layers, such as layer 
V. These differences led Brodmann and 
others working at the turn of the cen- 
tury to divide the brain into various cy- 
toarchitectonic regions. The subdivi- 
sion by Brodmann (1909) seen in the 
bot tom half of this illustration is a clas- 
sic analysis but was based on a single 
human brain! (From Martin 1996.) 
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Toplarsak...

1. “Beynin tüm tarihi tek bir temel nokta ile 
alakalıdır: Hareket ilintili duysal-motorsal 
korelasyonlar”

2. Nöron sinir sisteminin işlevsel birimidir, çünkü 
duysal-motorsal korelasyonlar nöronların 
bağlantıları sayesinde mümkündür. 
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Identifying the exact structure of these representations
will subsequently help us to understand how context
frames are activated to facilitate our perception of the
visual world.

Context and object recognition
We seem to be able to take advantage of visual regularities
in our environment, as contextual knowledge facilitates
perception and cognition in many domains. Context-
based facilitation of visual perception has been reviewed
previously30–33, and only the most relevant studies are
highlighted here.

A typical scene structure that follows physical and
contextual semantic rules facilitates recognition1, at least
compared with situations in which these rules are 
violated. When subjects are presented with a scene of a
familiar context, such as a kitchen, objects that are con-
sistent with that context (such as a loaf of bread) are
recognized more easily than objects that would not be
expected in that context (for example, a drum)17. These
findings support the idea that context facilitates object
recognition by activating context frames.

Context also facilitates the recognition of related
objects even if these objects are ambiguous when seen
in isolation2 (FIG. 2); an ambiguous object becomes 
recognizable if another object that shares the same 
context is placed in an appropriate spatial relation to it.

In recognition, the goal is to determine the identity
of viewed objects, despite possible variations in appear-
ance34,35. Expectations derived from the context frame
about the identity of other objects, as well as their 
position, orientation, size and so on, could therefore
greatly facilitate the recognition of related objects.

If contextual information facilitates object recogni-
tion, one might expect that it would be easier to recognize
a fixated object in a contextually coherent scene than in
isolation. Two studies that tested this prediction found
that an individually presented object was actually recog-
nized more easily than the same object when it was
embedded in a coherent scene36,37. However, at least two
possible confounds make it hard to isolate the contribu-
tion of context per se. First, segmenting an individual
object from its background is a consuming process, and is
likely to make recognition more difficult, even in contex-
tually coherent scenes. Second, attentional distraction
from the scene might have affected the execution of
response in those studies36,37, rather than the perception
of the target. In addition, the results of one study that
addressed this issue indirectly38 indicated that a contextu-
ally consistent background facilitates object recognition
compared with the effect of a meaningless background
that was equated for visual appearance. This adds 
support to contextual facilitation of recognition.

At what level of processing might context facilitate the
recognition of individual objects? One possibility is that
context is extracted from the scene so rapidly that it can
facilitate the perceptual analysis of individual objects and
therefore directly promote their recognition1,17,38,39. A
slight variation of this idea is that when a context frame is
activated it might sensitize the representation of all the
objects associated with it, so that when the input image

to instances of scenes where relations are novel but 
plausible27, although information about relational plausi-
bility (a person holding a dog is plausible, whereas a dog
holding a person is not) might be represented indepen-
dently as general world knowledge outside specific 
context frames.A central prediction that stems from this
proposed co-representation of contextually related objects
is that processing of ‘typical’ items and relations will be
faster than processing of novel items and relations, and
this has been supported by many studies. Context frames
provide sets of expectations that can guide perception
and action, and they can influence our exploration 
of a scene using eye movements and attention. Context
frames can also modulate memory encoding and retrieval
(memory can be improved when the encoding context 
is reinstated at retrieval28). As will be explained later,
context frames can be activated by coarse, global scene
information. It is proposed (and has been shown
computationally29) that it is possible to construct a coarse
representation of a scene that bypasses object identities,
where the scene is represented as a single entity. This 
rudimentary information can provide a shortcut for
automatic activation of high-level semantic information
by relatively low-level perceptual information.

In summary, typical arrangements in our environ-
ment are represented in context frames, which provide
expectations that facilitate the perception of other scenes
that can be represented by the same context. Objects and
relations that are sufficiently characteristic of the context
are extracted and recognized readily, on the basis of
global information and expectation-based shortcuts
provided by defaults in the frame. The recognition of
atypical objects and relations requires further scrutiny
mediated by fine detail and elaborated analysis of local
features. During recognition, an object can activate a
context frame (or a set of frames), and a frame can acti-
vate an object (or a set of objects)2. Our understanding
of these representations is limited, and the concept 
of context frames is helpful in guiding our search.

Object representations
Same but different

Figure 1 | Some of the intricate object relations that are accommodated in the brain.
Objects that look very similar can be represented and recognized as different objects, whereas
objects that look very different can be recognized as the same basic-level objects.

©  2004 Nature  Publishing Group

certain forms of memory, and without a ‘‘balanced’’ neuromo-

dulatory system assigning value(57) to stimuli, selective

attention is probably impaired in flies as well as humans.

Arousal in the fly brain
Fruit flies sleep, as was demonstrated recently by behavioral

criteria such as increased arousal thresholds during prolonged

immobility at night, or sleep rebound following mechanical

sleep deprivation.(58,59) However, aswas the case for selective

attention, an independent measure of arousal (sleep versus

wake) in the fly brain seems necessary to convince us that

such a state in flies is more than just a correlate of motor

behavior. Human studies have such independent measures in

the EEG.(54) Immobile, unresponsive humans sitting on a

couch watching TV do not display the delta waves character-

istic of mammalian sleep; motor behavior and arousal state

can be uncoupled in the short term. Brain activity recordings

from theDrosophilamedial protocerebrum (mpc) showed that

this is true for flies as well.(60) Although sleep in flies is

characterized by decreased brain activity (1–100 Hz), the

increased brain activity recorded during wakefulness can be

independent of movement. Thus, wakefulness, like visual

selection, has a neural correlate in fly brain activity indepen-

dent of the motor behaviors usually utilized to identify that

state.

Arousal state in an animal is nevertheless primarily defined

by behavioral responsiveness. Thus, sleep and general

anesthesia are characterized by increased arousal thresholds

(decreased behavioral responsiveness to irritating stimuli).

However, selective attention is also characterizedby increased

arousal thresholds, namely, for all the simultaneous stimuli that

are being ignored. It appears that during wakefulness in

general, the brain is suppressing the perception of stimuli

almost as much as during sleep, with the exception of that one

dynamic, yet narrow window of selection. Recent work on

arousal states in Drosophila showed that behavioral respon-

siveness to mechanical stimuli can be as low in a moving (i.e.,

awake) fly as during sleep.(61) One cannot conclude that all

such heightened arousal thresholds indicate sleep since, in

many cases, flies are moving as much on average as they

ordinarily do while awake and responsive. Similarly, our own

arousal thresholds to someone calling our name, for example,

may be as high while we concentrate on an exam as when we

sleep. In humans, sleep and wake states are very different

conscious states,(54) so we often assume that these must

involve very different brain mechanisms, rather than a

continuum of suppression or uncoupling. We assume that

the consciousness of our waking (or dreaming) states must

therefore stem from something entirely different and unique

that is absent during deep sleep. Such neo-dualism stemming

Figure 3. Measuring selective attention in the fly
brain by ‘‘tagging’’ visual objects. A: Salience. A
single object (a cross) rotating around the record-
ing preparation evokes 20–30 Hz brain activity,
which increases in amplitude when the object is
in front of the fly’s visual field. The 20–30 Hz
responseamplitude can bemodulated by salience
associated with the rotating object, such as odor,
heat or novelty. B: Position tag. Introducing a
second visual object (a box, 1808 from the first)
evokes a 20–30 Hz response mapping to an
opposing position on the rotation sequence, while
suppressing the response to the first object
(suppression is indicated by the double arrow).
C: Period tag. Two distinct objects can also be
tagged by making one rotate faster around the fly
than the other (shownby the longer curved arrow).
20–30 Hz brain activity can then be mapped and
contrasted (double arrow) according to the period
of either object. D: Frequency tag. Simultaneous
objects can be made to flicker at distinct frequen-
cies (e.g. 12 versus15 Hz) as they rotate around
the fly. Salience of either object will modulate the
amplitude of either frequency recorded in the fly’s
brain (Bruno van Swinderen, unpublished data).
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Identifying the exact structure of these representations
will subsequently help us to understand how context
frames are activated to facilitate our perception of the
visual world.

Context and object recognition
We seem to be able to take advantage of visual regularities
in our environment, as contextual knowledge facilitates
perception and cognition in many domains. Context-
based facilitation of visual perception has been reviewed
previously30–33, and only the most relevant studies are
highlighted here.

A typical scene structure that follows physical and
contextual semantic rules facilitates recognition1, at least
compared with situations in which these rules are 
violated. When subjects are presented with a scene of a
familiar context, such as a kitchen, objects that are con-
sistent with that context (such as a loaf of bread) are
recognized more easily than objects that would not be
expected in that context (for example, a drum)17. These
findings support the idea that context facilitates object
recognition by activating context frames.

Context also facilitates the recognition of related
objects even if these objects are ambiguous when seen
in isolation2 (FIG. 2); an ambiguous object becomes 
recognizable if another object that shares the same 
context is placed in an appropriate spatial relation to it.

In recognition, the goal is to determine the identity
of viewed objects, despite possible variations in appear-
ance34,35. Expectations derived from the context frame
about the identity of other objects, as well as their 
position, orientation, size and so on, could therefore
greatly facilitate the recognition of related objects.

If contextual information facilitates object recogni-
tion, one might expect that it would be easier to recognize
a fixated object in a contextually coherent scene than in
isolation. Two studies that tested this prediction found
that an individually presented object was actually recog-
nized more easily than the same object when it was
embedded in a coherent scene36,37. However, at least two
possible confounds make it hard to isolate the contribu-
tion of context per se. First, segmenting an individual
object from its background is a consuming process, and is
likely to make recognition more difficult, even in contex-
tually coherent scenes. Second, attentional distraction
from the scene might have affected the execution of
response in those studies36,37, rather than the perception
of the target. In addition, the results of one study that
addressed this issue indirectly38 indicated that a contextu-
ally consistent background facilitates object recognition
compared with the effect of a meaningless background
that was equated for visual appearance. This adds 
support to contextual facilitation of recognition.

At what level of processing might context facilitate the
recognition of individual objects? One possibility is that
context is extracted from the scene so rapidly that it can
facilitate the perceptual analysis of individual objects and
therefore directly promote their recognition1,17,38,39. A
slight variation of this idea is that when a context frame is
activated it might sensitize the representation of all the
objects associated with it, so that when the input image

to instances of scenes where relations are novel but 
plausible27, although information about relational plausi-
bility (a person holding a dog is plausible, whereas a dog
holding a person is not) might be represented indepen-
dently as general world knowledge outside specific 
context frames.A central prediction that stems from this
proposed co-representation of contextually related objects
is that processing of ‘typical’ items and relations will be
faster than processing of novel items and relations, and
this has been supported by many studies. Context frames
provide sets of expectations that can guide perception
and action, and they can influence our exploration 
of a scene using eye movements and attention. Context
frames can also modulate memory encoding and retrieval
(memory can be improved when the encoding context 
is reinstated at retrieval28). As will be explained later,
context frames can be activated by coarse, global scene
information. It is proposed (and has been shown
computationally29) that it is possible to construct a coarse
representation of a scene that bypasses object identities,
where the scene is represented as a single entity. This 
rudimentary information can provide a shortcut for
automatic activation of high-level semantic information
by relatively low-level perceptual information.

In summary, typical arrangements in our environ-
ment are represented in context frames, which provide
expectations that facilitate the perception of other scenes
that can be represented by the same context. Objects and
relations that are sufficiently characteristic of the context
are extracted and recognized readily, on the basis of
global information and expectation-based shortcuts
provided by defaults in the frame. The recognition of
atypical objects and relations requires further scrutiny
mediated by fine detail and elaborated analysis of local
features. During recognition, an object can activate a
context frame (or a set of frames), and a frame can acti-
vate an object (or a set of objects)2. Our understanding
of these representations is limited, and the concept 
of context frames is helpful in guiding our search.

Object representations
Same but different

Figure 1 | Some of the intricate object relations that are accommodated in the brain.
Objects that look very similar can be represented and recognized as different objects, whereas
objects that look very different can be recognized as the same basic-level objects.
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certain forms of memory, and without a ‘‘balanced’’ neuromo-

dulatory system assigning value(57) to stimuli, selective

attention is probably impaired in flies as well as humans.

Arousal in the fly brain
Fruit flies sleep, as was demonstrated recently by behavioral

criteria such as increased arousal thresholds during prolonged

immobility at night, or sleep rebound following mechanical

sleep deprivation.(58,59) However, aswas the case for selective

attention, an independent measure of arousal (sleep versus

wake) in the fly brain seems necessary to convince us that

such a state in flies is more than just a correlate of motor

behavior. Human studies have such independent measures in

the EEG.(54) Immobile, unresponsive humans sitting on a

couch watching TV do not display the delta waves character-

istic of mammalian sleep; motor behavior and arousal state

can be uncoupled in the short term. Brain activity recordings

from theDrosophilamedial protocerebrum (mpc) showed that

this is true for flies as well.(60) Although sleep in flies is

characterized by decreased brain activity (1–100 Hz), the

increased brain activity recorded during wakefulness can be

independent of movement. Thus, wakefulness, like visual

selection, has a neural correlate in fly brain activity indepen-

dent of the motor behaviors usually utilized to identify that

state.

Arousal state in an animal is nevertheless primarily defined

by behavioral responsiveness. Thus, sleep and general

anesthesia are characterized by increased arousal thresholds

(decreased behavioral responsiveness to irritating stimuli).

However, selective attention is also characterizedby increased

arousal thresholds, namely, for all the simultaneous stimuli that

are being ignored. It appears that during wakefulness in

general, the brain is suppressing the perception of stimuli

almost as much as during sleep, with the exception of that one

dynamic, yet narrow window of selection. Recent work on

arousal states in Drosophila showed that behavioral respon-

siveness to mechanical stimuli can be as low in a moving (i.e.,

awake) fly as during sleep.(61) One cannot conclude that all

such heightened arousal thresholds indicate sleep since, in

many cases, flies are moving as much on average as they

ordinarily do while awake and responsive. Similarly, our own

arousal thresholds to someone calling our name, for example,

may be as high while we concentrate on an exam as when we

sleep. In humans, sleep and wake states are very different

conscious states,(54) so we often assume that these must

involve very different brain mechanisms, rather than a

continuum of suppression or uncoupling. We assume that

the consciousness of our waking (or dreaming) states must

therefore stem from something entirely different and unique

that is absent during deep sleep. Such neo-dualism stemming

Figure 3. Measuring selective attention in the fly
brain by ‘‘tagging’’ visual objects. A: Salience. A
single object (a cross) rotating around the record-
ing preparation evokes 20–30 Hz brain activity,
which increases in amplitude when the object is
in front of the fly’s visual field. The 20–30 Hz
responseamplitude can bemodulated by salience
associated with the rotating object, such as odor,
heat or novelty. B: Position tag. Introducing a
second visual object (a box, 1808 from the first)
evokes a 20–30 Hz response mapping to an
opposing position on the rotation sequence, while
suppressing the response to the first object
(suppression is indicated by the double arrow).
C: Period tag. Two distinct objects can also be
tagged by making one rotate faster around the fly
than the other (shownby the longer curved arrow).
20–30 Hz brain activity can then be mapped and
contrasted (double arrow) according to the period
of either object. D: Frequency tag. Simultaneous
objects can be made to flicker at distinct frequen-
cies (e.g. 12 versus15 Hz) as they rotate around
the fly. Salience of either object will modulate the
amplitude of either frequency recorded in the fly’s
brain (Bruno van Swinderen, unpublished data).
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Sinirbilimin iki önfikri/inancı
• Beynin devre ve programları birlikte bütün 

akılsal ve bilişsel olayların kaynağıdır

• Bu program veya devreler iyi işlemektedir, 
çünkü hayvanın içinde yaşadığı dünyayı iyi bir 
şekilde temsil etmektedir. 
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Identifying the exact structure of these representations
will subsequently help us to understand how context
frames are activated to facilitate our perception of the
visual world.

Context and object recognition
We seem to be able to take advantage of visual regularities
in our environment, as contextual knowledge facilitates
perception and cognition in many domains. Context-
based facilitation of visual perception has been reviewed
previously30–33, and only the most relevant studies are
highlighted here.

A typical scene structure that follows physical and
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compared with situations in which these rules are 
violated. When subjects are presented with a scene of a
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sistent with that context (such as a loaf of bread) are
recognized more easily than objects that would not be
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findings support the idea that context facilitates object
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to instances of scenes where relations are novel but 
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dently as general world knowledge outside specific 
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is that processing of ‘typical’ items and relations will be
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this has been supported by many studies. Context frames
provide sets of expectations that can guide perception
and action, and they can influence our exploration 
of a scene using eye movements and attention. Context
frames can also modulate memory encoding and retrieval
(memory can be improved when the encoding context 
is reinstated at retrieval28). As will be explained later,
context frames can be activated by coarse, global scene
information. It is proposed (and has been shown
computationally29) that it is possible to construct a coarse
representation of a scene that bypasses object identities,
where the scene is represented as a single entity. This 
rudimentary information can provide a shortcut for
automatic activation of high-level semantic information
by relatively low-level perceptual information.

In summary, typical arrangements in our environ-
ment are represented in context frames, which provide
expectations that facilitate the perception of other scenes
that can be represented by the same context. Objects and
relations that are sufficiently characteristic of the context
are extracted and recognized readily, on the basis of
global information and expectation-based shortcuts
provided by defaults in the frame. The recognition of
atypical objects and relations requires further scrutiny
mediated by fine detail and elaborated analysis of local
features. During recognition, an object can activate a
context frame (or a set of frames), and a frame can acti-
vate an object (or a set of objects)2. Our understanding
of these representations is limited, and the concept 
of context frames is helpful in guiding our search.

Object representations
Same but different

Figure 1 | Some of the intricate object relations that are accommodated in the brain.
Objects that look very similar can be represented and recognized as different objects, whereas
objects that look very different can be recognized as the same basic-level objects.
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certain forms of memory, and without a ‘‘balanced’’ neuromo-

dulatory system assigning value(57) to stimuli, selective

attention is probably impaired in flies as well as humans.

Arousal in the fly brain
Fruit flies sleep, as was demonstrated recently by behavioral

criteria such as increased arousal thresholds during prolonged

immobility at night, or sleep rebound following mechanical

sleep deprivation.(58,59) However, aswas the case for selective

attention, an independent measure of arousal (sleep versus

wake) in the fly brain seems necessary to convince us that

such a state in flies is more than just a correlate of motor

behavior. Human studies have such independent measures in

the EEG.(54) Immobile, unresponsive humans sitting on a

couch watching TV do not display the delta waves character-

istic of mammalian sleep; motor behavior and arousal state

can be uncoupled in the short term. Brain activity recordings

from theDrosophilamedial protocerebrum (mpc) showed that

this is true for flies as well.(60) Although sleep in flies is

characterized by decreased brain activity (1–100 Hz), the

increased brain activity recorded during wakefulness can be

independent of movement. Thus, wakefulness, like visual

selection, has a neural correlate in fly brain activity indepen-

dent of the motor behaviors usually utilized to identify that

state.

Arousal state in an animal is nevertheless primarily defined

by behavioral responsiveness. Thus, sleep and general

anesthesia are characterized by increased arousal thresholds

(decreased behavioral responsiveness to irritating stimuli).

However, selective attention is also characterizedby increased

arousal thresholds, namely, for all the simultaneous stimuli that

are being ignored. It appears that during wakefulness in

general, the brain is suppressing the perception of stimuli

almost as much as during sleep, with the exception of that one

dynamic, yet narrow window of selection. Recent work on

arousal states in Drosophila showed that behavioral respon-

siveness to mechanical stimuli can be as low in a moving (i.e.,

awake) fly as during sleep.(61) One cannot conclude that all

such heightened arousal thresholds indicate sleep since, in

many cases, flies are moving as much on average as they

ordinarily do while awake and responsive. Similarly, our own

arousal thresholds to someone calling our name, for example,

may be as high while we concentrate on an exam as when we

sleep. In humans, sleep and wake states are very different

conscious states,(54) so we often assume that these must

involve very different brain mechanisms, rather than a

continuum of suppression or uncoupling. We assume that

the consciousness of our waking (or dreaming) states must

therefore stem from something entirely different and unique

that is absent during deep sleep. Such neo-dualism stemming

Figure 3. Measuring selective attention in the fly
brain by ‘‘tagging’’ visual objects. A: Salience. A
single object (a cross) rotating around the record-
ing preparation evokes 20–30 Hz brain activity,
which increases in amplitude when the object is
in front of the fly’s visual field. The 20–30 Hz
responseamplitude can bemodulated by salience
associated with the rotating object, such as odor,
heat or novelty. B: Position tag. Introducing a
second visual object (a box, 1808 from the first)
evokes a 20–30 Hz response mapping to an
opposing position on the rotation sequence, while
suppressing the response to the first object
(suppression is indicated by the double arrow).
C: Period tag. Two distinct objects can also be
tagged by making one rotate faster around the fly
than the other (shownby the longer curved arrow).
20–30 Hz brain activity can then be mapped and
contrasted (double arrow) according to the period
of either object. D: Frequency tag. Simultaneous
objects can be made to flicker at distinct frequen-
cies (e.g. 12 versus15 Hz) as they rotate around
the fly. Salience of either object will modulate the
amplitude of either frequency recorded in the fly’s
brain (Bruno van Swinderen, unpublished data).
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Sinir sisteminin yapısı
• Şu anda periferi ile uğraşmıyoruz
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Beyin-kan bariyeri
• Kandaki çoğu madde, vücudun geri kalanının 

tersine, beyine ulaşamaz

Beyin hariç vücuttaki damar

Kana madde giriş çıkışına izin veren 
boşluklar 

Beyinde damar

Appendix B / Ventricular Organization of Cerebrospinal Fluid: Blood-Brain Barrier, Brain Edema, and Hydrocephalus 1289 

Figure B-'l The ultrastructural features 
of the capillary endothelial cells of the 
brain differ f rom those of general (sys- General capillary Brain capillary 
temic) capillaries. The endothelial cells 
of barrier capillaries are relatively lacking 
in pinocytotic vesicles, contain an in- 
creased number of mitochondria be- 
lieved to support energy-dependent interceiular 
transport properties, and are intercon- 
nected by very complex interendothelial 
tight junctions. These anatomic features 
in conjunction with specific transport Fen 
systems (see Figure B-5) result in highly 
selective transport of water-soluble com- 
pounds across the barrier endothelium. 
Astrocyte foot processes almost com- 
pletely surround the blood-brain barrier 
capillaries and are thereby believed to in- 
fluence barrier-specific endothelial differ- 
entiation. In contrast, systemic capillar- 
ies have interendothelial clefts, fe- 
nestrae, and prominent pinocytotic vesi- 
cles. These features of systemic 
capillaries allow relatively nonselective 
diffusion across the capillary wall. (From 
Goldstein and Betz 1986.) 

diffuse passively across vessels through spaces between 
endothelial cells, through specialized cytoplasmic fen- 
estrations, or by fluid-phase or receptor-mediated 
endocytosis. Fluid-phase endocytosis is a relatively non- 
specific process by which endothelial cells (and most 
other cells) engulf and then internalize molecules en- 
countered in the extracellular space by vesicular endo- 
cytosis. Receptor-mediated endocytosis is a specific process 
in which a ligand first binds to a membrane receptor on 
the external surface of the cell, is internalized by means 
of clathrin-coated vesicles, and is transported across the 
cell membrane. Once within the cell, the vesicle may 
fuse with an endosome and release its ligand. 

Endothelial cells of blood-brain barrier vessels are 
relatively deficient in vesicular transport. They also are 
not fenestrated. Instead they are interconnected by com- 
plex arrays of tight junctions (Figure B-2C). These junc- 
tions between the endothelial cells block diffusion 
across the vessel wall. A11 endothelial cells are intercon- 
nected by tight junctional complexes but normally have 
low resistance (5-10 a/cm2). In the vessels of the blood- 
brain barrier, however, the resistance is very high (2000 
fl/cm2), and molecules as small as K' ions are excluded 
(Figure B-3). 

Selectivity of the Blood-Brain Barrier 
Normal development and brain function require a 
large number of compounds that must be able to cross 

brain microvessels. Entry into the CSF is achieved pri- 
marily in three ways: (1) by diffusion of lipid-soluble 
substances, (2) by facilitative and energy-dependent 
receptor-mediated transport of specific water-soluble 
substances, and (3) by ion channels. 

Lipid-Soluble Substances 

The brain is separated from blood only by a very large 
surface of endothelial cell membranes (approximately 
180 cm2/g in gray matter). This permits the efficient ex- 
change of lipid-soluble gases such as O2 and C02, an ex- 
change limited only by the surface area of the blood ves- 
sel and by cerebral blood flow. Barrier vessels are 
impermeable to poorly lipid-soluble molecules such as 
mannitol, as compared to very lipid-soluble compounds 
such as butanol. The permeability coefficient of the 
blood-brain barrier for many substances is directly pro- 
portional to the lipid solubility of the substance as mea- 
sured by the oil-water partition coefficient (Figure B-4). 

An example of this effect is in the correlation be- 
tween the relative abuse potential of psychoactive drugs 
such as nicotine and heroin and the high oil-water parti- 
tion coefficients of these drugs. Increasing the lipid solu- 
bility of pharmacologic agents within strict limits will 
enhance their delivery to the brain. Drugs with very 
high oil-water partition coefficients are poorly soluble in 
blood and bind to serum protein albumin, properties 
that reduce delivery to the brain. However, the perme- 

Beyin hariç vücuttaki 
damar

Beyinde damar
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Nereden başlasak? 

• Ventrikül sistemi

• Descartes’a kadar ruh 
buralarda

• Beyin-omurilik sıvısı
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Genel bakış

Beyincik

Omurilik

Beyin 
kökü

Önbeyin Ortabeyin Arkabeyin Serebral 
yarıküre
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Önbeyin - telensefelon
• Korteks 

• Geniş çaplı hasarlar uzun 

Beyaz 
madde

Serebral korteks 
(gri madde)
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Korteks bölgeleri
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Korteks ve bilinç

• Hiyerarşide yukarıda

• Ne? geçişi

• Uzun mesafeli uyum
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Önbeyin - telensefelon
• Limbik sistem

• Amygdala - duygular 
(korku)

• Hippokampus - hafıza 
yazımı

• Ampül hafıza

Beyincik

Omurilik
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The Central Nervous System (Continued) 

! Basal Ganglia – set of structures involved in 
processing information for motor movement. Major 
structures of the basal ganglia motor system include: 

" Caudate Nucleus 
" Putamen 
" Globus Pallidus  
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The Central Nervous System (Continued) 

# Diencephalon – major component of the 
forebrain consisting largely of the thalamus and 
hypothalamus. 
! Thalamus – set of nuclei (groups of neural cells) that 

project and receive information from the cerebral 
cortex. 

! Hypothalamus – set of nuclei involved in regulating 
the autonomic nervous system, controlling the pituitary 
gland, and integrating species-typical behaviors. 
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Figure 3.21 A Midsagittal View of Part of the Brain 

Önbeyin - diyensefelon
• Hipotalamus: Tür-tipik 

davranışlar

• Talamus / İstasyon

• Hareketsel

• Algısal

• Korteksle karşılıklı

• Beyin kökünün üstü
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Chapter 38 / Voluntary Movement 761 

Primary 
Supplementary motor cortex 

Figure 38-5 
cerebellum 
caudal portions of the ventrolateral nucleus; VPLo=oral portion 
of the ventral posterolateral nucleus; X=nucleus X. 

tactile stimuli applied to specific regions of the digits 
and palms. These so-called transcortical circuits are 
discussed later. Second, the primary motor cortex re- 
ceives inputs from posterior parietal area 5. Posterior 
parietal areas 5 and 7 are involved in integrating 
multiple sensory modalities for motor planning (Figure 
38-4A). 

The premotor areas receive major inputs from areas 
5 and 7 as well as from area 46 in the prefrontal cortex 
(Figure 38-4B). Each premotor area has its own pattern 
of inputs from distinct locations in areas 5 and 7. Area 46 
projects mainly to the ventral premotor area and is im- 
portant in working memory; it is thought to store infor- 
mation about the location of objects in space only long 
enough to guide a movement. There are also dense con- 
nections between the premotor areas themselves. These 
connections are thought to allow working memory to 
influence specific aspects of motor planning that are me- 
diated by the different premotor subregions. 

The premotor areas and primary motor cortex also 
receive input from the basal ganglia and cerebellum via 
different sets of nuclei in the ventrolateral thalamus 
(Figure 38-5). The basal ganglia and cerebellum do not 
project directly to the spinal cord. 

A n  important feature of the relationship between 
cortical areas and subcortical structures is the reciprocal 
nature of their connections. Each cortical motor area ap- 

pears to have a unique pattern of cortical and subcorti- 
cal input. Thus there are many cortico-subcortical loops, 
each one making a different contribution to a motor be- 
havior (Chapter 43). 

The Somatotopic Organization of the Motor Cortex 
Is Plastic 
The somatotopic organization of the motor cortex is not 
fixed but can be altered during motor learning and fol- 
lowing injury. This plasticity has been demonstrated in 
many experiments and clinical studies. In one study us- 
ing mature rats the representation of the whiskers in the 
primary motor cortex was first mapped using intracorti- 
cal microstimulation. The whiskers were then dener- 
vated. Electrical stimulation of the cortical region that 
had caused whisker movement subsequently produced 
forelimb movement (Figure 38-6). This shift in function- 
ality may be due to facilitation of preexisting circuits in 
the whisker region that are connected to the forelimb. 
The change can take place in just a few hours. The loss 
of sensory inputs from the whiskers into the motor area 
is thought to trigger the reorganization. This indicates 
that neurons influencing facial musculature are more 
widely distributed than is revealed by local electrical 
stimulation at any given point in time. 

The idea that the organization of at least some ma- 

Önbeyin - diyensefelon
• Hipotalamus: Tür-tipik 

davranışlar

• Talamus / İstasyon

• Hareketsel

• Algısal

• Korteksle karşılıklı

• Beyin kökünün üstü
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Anatomy of the Visual System 
(Continued) 

! Koniocellular Sublayer: transmits information from 
short-wavelength (blue) cones to the primary visual 
cortex. 

" Optic Chiasm – a cross-shaped connection 
between the optic nerves, located below the 
base of the brain, just anterior to the pituitary 
gland. 
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Magnocellular        Parvocellular 

Large cells Small cells 

Colour insensitive Colour sensitive 

Low resolution High resolution 

Fast, transient Slow, sustained 

More sensitive 
at low contrast 

More sensitive 
at high contrast 

“Slow and detailed” “Quick and dirty” 

A short list of complementary properties of the 
magno- and parvocellular pathways. 
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Talamus ve bilinç	

• Anestezi durumu, bitkisel hayat örnekleri, ve 

uykudaki osilasyonlar talamokortikal sistemlerin 
bilinç için önemli olduğunu gösteriyor. 

• Ama korteksin rolü daha öncül olabilir 

II. WAKING, SLEEP AND ANESTHESIA

and Haier found that the amount of global metabolic 
suppression that occurs in each various brain region 
during propofol anaesthesia (a presumed GABA ago-
nist) was highly correlated with the known regional 
densities of the GABAergic receptors  [74] . Brain 
regions with more GABA receptors had a larger 
decrease in regional glucose metabolism, a potential 
straightforward explanation for the global metabolic 
decrease seen with anaesthesia. Lukatch and MacIver 
found in vitro  evidence that anaesthetics slow corti-
cal oscillatory activity independent of subcortical 
structures  [75] . Antkowiak tested the ability of most 
anaesthetics to suppress firing rates in cultured slice 
preparations of neocortical neurons and whether the 
depression of such firing rates involved GABAergic 
mechanisms [76] . All anaesthetics at clinically relevant 
doses decreased spontaneous firing rates of cortical 
cells and for most agents tested this was a GABAergic 
effect that could be blocked with the GABAergic 
antagonist bicuculline. Hentschke et al . recently meas-
ured the change in cortical firing rates that occurred 
as rats were exposed to increasing doses of inhaled 
anaesthetics [77] . They then correlated the changes 
in firing rates with the concentrations of anaesthetics 
that increase GABAergic currents  in vitro . They found 

a reasonable correlation between the  in vivo  suppres-
sion of cortical firing rates and the in vitro  effects of 
anaesthetics on GABA currents. Taken together these 
studies offer strong support for the idea that anaes-
thetics have their primary site of action in the cortex. 

   The most compelling evidence that anaesthetics 
first work in the cortex to cause a loss of conscious-
ness, and then affect the thalamus, comes from a 
recent study by Velly  et al .  [78] . These investigators 
studied human Parkinson’s patients who had previ-
ously had chronic stimulating electrodes placed into 
their subthalamic nucleus. The patients were under-
going general anaesthesia to have the pacemaker 
portion of the stimulator implanted. During a slow 
careful induction of anaesthesia with either propofol 
or sevoflurane the investigators monitored cortical 
electroencephalography (EEG) and subcortical EEG 
through the stimulator electrode using the electrical 
contact points that passed through the thalamus. As 
shown in Box 10.2   , when the patient’s lost conscious-
ness, a clear change in the cortical EEG occurred first 
and then the thalamus EEG changed, but not until 
approximately 10 minutes later. 

   The findings from Velly and colleagues indicate 
that anaesthetics first ‘ turn off ’  the cortex well before 

   BOX 10.1 

      NICOTINIC REVERSAL OF ANAESTHETIC-INDUCED UNCONSCIOUSNESS          

ambulate, as if immune to the consciousness suppress-
ing action of anaesthesia ( Figure 10.5E ). This dramatic re-
versal of the unconsciousness component of anaesthesia 
lasts only a few minutes, a time consistent with the phar-
macology of nicotine. The arousal response generally did 
not occur if the microinfusion of nicotine did not involve 
the CM thalamus (the grey shaded region of the lower 
rat brain anatomy pictures). The histology schematics 
show the locations of infusions and their corresponding 
behavioural responses. The reversal of unconsciousness 
is a site-specifi c effect that depends upon changing the 
activity of neurons within the intralaminar CM thalamus. 
Abbreviations: CM: central medial thalamus, Dent: den-
tate gyrus of the hippocampus, IMD: intermediodorsal 
nucleus, MHb: medial habenular nucleus, nRt: thalamic 
reticular nucleus, Re:reuniens thalamic nucleus, PVP: 
paraventricular thalamic nucleus (posterior), Va/Vl: ven-
tral anterior and ventral lateral thalamic nucleus. Rat atlas 
image from Paxino’s and Watson  [73]  (with permission).

The sequential pictures are from a representative video 
that shows an anaesthetized unconscious rat lying on 
its back ( Figure 10.5A   ). Shortly after a microinfusion of 
nicotine into its central medial thalamus the rat begins 
to arouse ( Figure 10.5 B–D). He turns over and begins to 

No effect Full arousal

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

FIGURE 10.5    How to reverse anaesthetic-induced 
unconsciousness.
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   BOX 10.2 

a time–trend plot for a dimensional activation (DA) 
parameter (an estimate for EEG signal complexity) and 
(in green) power spectra for the cortical and thalamic 
EEG signals. A dramatic decrease in cortical DA occurs 
with the loss of consciousness. The thalamic DA does 
decrease with anaesthesia, but only slowly over several 
minutes. The lower graph shows group data regarding 
the value of the DA parameter determined from either 
the cortical or the thalamic EEG to discriminate con-
sciousness from unconsciousness. Also shown is the 
value of the DA parameter identifying patients who 
were likely to move during laryngoscopy (i.e., during 
the placement of the endotracheal tube) from those who 
were not. Put simply, the effect of the anaesthetic on the 
cortex determined whether patients were conscious or 
not and the effect of the anaesthetic on the thalamus 
determined whether patients would move with intense 
somatosensory stimulation or not.  

            The box summarizes the fi ndings from Velly  et al . 
 [78] . During a slow titrated induction of anaesthesia, 
cortical surface EEG (F3–C3) and subcortical (ESCoG) 
electrogenesis (i.e., essentially thalamic EEG) was 
recorded from Parkinson’s patients through their deep-
brain stimulator electrode (p0–p3) ( Figure 10.6   )  . At the 
point of the loss of consciousness with either propofol 
( n       !      13) or sevofl urane ( n       !      12) a large change in the 
cortical EEG pattern of activity occurred, as shown in the 
raw EEG epochs from a representative subject. A large 
increase in delta wave activity occurred, as shown in the 
power spectral analysis. At the same time, the thalamic 
EEG signal did not change with loss of consciousness, 
though a slight increase in theta activity seems appar-
ent. The thalamus did not show EEG slowing similar 
to that found in the cortex at loss of consciousness until 
5 minute after the patients were intubated. The mid-
dle graph, from a representative subject, shows (in red) 

FIGURE 10.6     Chicken or egg? Who is off first, the cortex or the thalamus? 
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Figure 44-2 A lateral v i e w  o f  t h e  bra in  
s t e m  i l lustrat ing t he  locat ion o f  t h e  cra- 
n ia l  nerves. This v iew clearly shows the 
emergence of the trochlear (IV) nerve 
f rom the dorsal surface of the midbrain 
and the facial (Vll) and vestibulocochlear 
(VIII) nerves from the cerebellopontine 
angle. 

Lateral genicuate body 

lnfer~or colliculus 

Trochlear nerve (IV) 
Basis pedunculi 
Cerebellar peduncles, 
Superior 
Mddle 

Pons Abducens 
Inferior 

Vestibulocochlear 
nerve (VIII) 

Glossopharyngeal (1x1 
and vagus nerves (X) 

glossal nerve (XII) 
Spinal accessory 
nerve (XI) 

thalmic division of the trigeminal nerve, V1) are gath- 
ered together in the cavernous sinus, along the lateral 
margins of the sella turcica, and then exit the skull 
through the superior orbital fissure, adjacent to the optic 
foramen through which the optic nerve passes (Figure 
44-3). Tumors that occur in this region, such as those 
arising from the pituitary gland, often first make their 
presence known by pressure on these nerves or the adja- 
cent optic chiasm. 

The cranial nerves that exit the brain stem at the 
cerebellopontine angle include nerves VII and VIII (Fig- 
ure 44-4). A common tumor of the cerebellopontine 
angle is the "acoustic neuroma," which is actually mis- 
named because it derives from Schwann cells in the 
vestibular component of nerve VIII. If the tumor is 
large, it may not only impair the function of nerves VII 
and VIII but may also press on nerve V near its site of 
emergence from the middle cerebellar peduncle as well 
as the cerebellum or its peduncles on the same side, 
causing ipsilateral clumsiness. 

The lower cranial nerves (IX, X, and XI) are vulnerable 
to compression by tumors as they exit through the jugu- 
lar foramen (Figure 44-4B). Nerve XII, which leaves the 
skull through its own (hypoglossal) foramen, is gener- 
ally not involved unless the tumor is quite large. If nerve 
XI is spared, the injury is generally within the substance 
of the brain stem rather than near the foramen. 

The Cranial Nerves Supply the Sensory and Motor 
Functions of the Face and Head and Autonomic 
Functions of the Body 

The ocular motor nerves - the oculomotor (111), trochlear 
(IV), and abducens (V1)-control movements of the 
eyes. The abducens nerve has the simplest action, con- 
tracting the lateral rectus muscle to move the globe 
laterally. The trochlear nerve also innervates a single 
muscle, the superior oblique, but its action both de- 
presses the eye and turns it inward, depending on the 
eye's position. The oculomotor nerve supplies all of the 
other muscles of the orbit, including the retractor of 
the lid. It also provides the parasympathetic innervation 
responsible for pupillary constriction in response to 
light and accommodation of the lens for near vision. 
The ocular motor system is considered in detail in 
Chapter 41. 

The trigeminal (V) nerve is a mixed nerve (containing 
both sensory and motor components) that leaves the 
brain stem in two roots. The motor root innervates the 
muscles of mastication (the masseter, temporalis, and 
pterygoids) and a few muscles of the palate (tensor veli 
palatini), inner ear (tensor tympani), and upper neck 
(anterior belly of the digastric muscle). The sensory root 
passes into the trigeminal ganglion, located in the floor 
of the skull in the middle cranial fossa, adjacent to the 
sella turcica. Three branches emerge from the trigeminal 
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the spinal cord that modulate autonomic reflexes and pain Adrenergic Cell Groups 
sensation. The A6 cell group, the locus ceuuleus, sits dorsally 
and laterally in the periaqueductal and periventricular gray Some neurons in the two columns of cells in the medulla iden- 
matter (Figure 45-2), The locus ceruleus, which maintains vig- tified as catecholaminergic were later found to synthesize epi- 
ilance and responsiveness to unexpected environmental stim- nephrine. The C1 adrenergic cell group forms a rostral exten- 
uli, has extensive projections to the cerebral cortex and cere- sion from the A1 column in the rostral ventrolateral medulla 
bellum, as well as descending projections to the brain stem (Figure 45-1). neurons project to the 'pinal par- 
and spinal cord. ticularly to the sympathetic preganglionic column, where they 

AGIlocus ceruleus 

Figure 45-2 Noradrenergic neurons in the pons. 
A. Noradrenergic neurons are spread across the pons in three 
more or less distinct groups: the locus ceruleus (A6 group) in 
the periaqueductal gray matter, the A7 group more ventrolater- 
ally, and the A5 group along the ventrolateral margin of the 
pontine tegmentum. 
B. The A5 and A7 neurons mainly innervate the brain stem and 
spinal cord, whereas the locus ceruleus provides a major as- 
cending output to the thalamus and cerebral cortex as well as 

descending projections to the brain stem, cerebellum, and 
spinal cord. A = amygdala; A 0  = anterior olfactory nucleus; 
BS = brain stem; C = cingulate bundle; CC = corpus callosum; 
CT = central tegmental tract; CTX = cerebral cortex; DT = 
dorsal tegmental bundle; EC = external capsule; F = fornix; H = 
hypothalamus; H F  = hippocampal formation; LC = locus 
ceruleus; OB = olfactory bulb; PT = pretectal nuclei; RF = 
reticular formation; S = septum; T = tectum; Th = thalamus. 

(continued) 
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that innervates the striatum and is thought to be involved in 
initiating motor responses. Mesocortical and mesolimbic 
dopaminergic pathways arising from the A10 group innervate 
the frontal and temporal cortices and the limbic structures of 
the basal forebrain. These pathways have been implicated in 
emotion, thought, and memory storage. The Al l  and A13 cell 
groups, in the dorsal hypothalamus, send major descending 
dopaminergic pathways to the spinal cord. These pathways 
are believed to regulate sympathetic preganglionic neurons. 
The A12 and A14 cell groups, along the wall of the third ven- 
tricle, are components of the tuberoinfundibular hypothalamic 
neuroendocrine system. Dopaminergic neurons are also found 
in the olfactory system (A15 cells in the olfactory tubercle and 
A16 in the olfactory bulb) and in the retina (A17 cells). 

Serotonergic Cell Groups 
Most serotonergic neurons are located along the midline of the 
brain stem in the vapke nuclei (from vapkd French for seam). 
Raphe neurons in the B1-B3 cell groups along the midline of 
the caudal medulla (Figure 45-4) send descending projections 
to the motor and autonomic systems in the spinal cord. The 
raphe magnus nucleus (B4) at the level of the rostra1 medulla 
projects to the spinal dorsal horn and is thought to modulate 
the perception of pain. The serotonergic groups in the pons 
and midbrain (B5-B9) include the pontine, dorsal, and median 
raphe nuclei and project to virtually the whole of the forebrain. 
Serotonergic pathways play important regulatory roles in 
hypothalamic cardiovascular and thermoregulatory control 
and modulate the responsiveness of cortical neurons. 

Cerebellum 

~ x t e r i a ~  
capsule 

Medial forebrain 
bundle 

-Serotonergic innervation 

Figure 45-4 Serotonergic neurons along the midline of the raphe, and dorsal raphe nuclei, project to the upper brain stem, 
brain stem. Neurons in the B1-3 groups, corresponding to the hypothalamus, thalamus, and cerebral cortex. CD = caudate 
raphe magnus, raphe pallidus, and raphe obscurus nuclei in the nucleus; HF = hippocampal formation; H = hypothalamus; Th = 
medulla, project to the lower brain stem and spinal cord. Neu- thalamus. 
rons in the 84-9 groups, including the raphe pontis, median 
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Box 45-1 The Major Modulatory Systems of the Brain (continued) 

are thought to provide tonic excitatory input to vasomotor 
neurons. Other C1 neurons terminate in the hypothalamus, 
where they modulate cardiovascular and endocrine responses. 
The C2 adrenergic neurons, which are a component of the nu- 
cleus of the solitary tract, contribute to the ascending pathway to 
the parabrachial nucleus (Figure 45-I), which is thought to trans- 
mit gastrointestinal information. The C3 adrenergic group is 
located near the midline at the rostral end of the medulla. 
Neurons mixed in with the C3 and C1 groups provide a major 
input to the locus ceruleus, but most of the cells contributing 
to this pathway are not adrenergic. 

Dopaminergic Cell Groups 
The dopaminergic cell groups in the midbrain and forebrain 
were originally numbered as if they were a rostral continua- 
tion of the noradrenergic system because identification was 
based on histofluorescence, which does not distinguish 
dopamine from norepinephrine very well. 

The AS-A10 cell groups include the substantia nigra pars 
cornpacta and the adjacent areas of the midbrain tegmentum 
(Figure 45-3). They send the major ascending dopaminergic in- 
puts to the telencephalon, including the nigrostriatal pathway 

Figure 45-3 Dopaminergic neurons 
in the brain stem and hypothalamus. 
A. Dopaminergic neurons in the sub- 
stantia nigra (A9 group) and the adja- 
cent retrorubral field (A8 group) and 
ventral tegmental area (A10 group) pro- 
vide a major ascending pathway that 
terminates in the striatum, the fron- 
totemporal cortex, and the limbic sys- 
tem, including the central nucleus of 
the amygdala and the lateral septum. 
B. Hypothalamic dopaminergic neurons 
in the A1 I and A13 cell groups, in the 
zona incerta, provide long descending 
pathways to the autonomic areas of 
the lower brain stem and the spinal 
cord. Neurons in the A12 and A14 
groups, located along the wall of the 
third ventricle, are involved with en- 
docrine control. Some of them release 
dopamine as a prolactin release inhibit- 
ing factor in the hypophysial portal cir- 
culation. 
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the spinal cord that modulate autonomic reflexes and pain Adrenergic Cell Groups 
sensation. The A6 cell group, the locus ceuuleus, sits dorsally 
and laterally in the periaqueductal and periventricular gray Some neurons in the two columns of cells in the medulla iden- 
matter (Figure 45-2), The locus ceruleus, which maintains vig- tified as catecholaminergic were later found to synthesize epi- 
ilance and responsiveness to unexpected environmental stim- nephrine. The C1 adrenergic cell group forms a rostral exten- 
uli, has extensive projections to the cerebral cortex and cere- sion from the A1 column in the rostral ventrolateral medulla 
bellum, as well as descending projections to the brain stem (Figure 45-1). neurons project to the 'pinal par- 
and spinal cord. ticularly to the sympathetic preganglionic column, where they 

AGIlocus ceruleus 

Figure 45-2 Noradrenergic neurons in the pons. 
A. Noradrenergic neurons are spread across the pons in three 
more or less distinct groups: the locus ceruleus (A6 group) in 
the periaqueductal gray matter, the A7 group more ventrolater- 
ally, and the A5 group along the ventrolateral margin of the 
pontine tegmentum. 
B. The A5 and A7 neurons mainly innervate the brain stem and 
spinal cord, whereas the locus ceruleus provides a major as- 
cending output to the thalamus and cerebral cortex as well as 

descending projections to the brain stem, cerebellum, and 
spinal cord. A = amygdala; A 0  = anterior olfactory nucleus; 
BS = brain stem; C = cingulate bundle; CC = corpus callosum; 
CT = central tegmental tract; CTX = cerebral cortex; DT = 
dorsal tegmental bundle; EC = external capsule; F = fornix; H = 
hypothalamus; H F  = hippocampal formation; LC = locus 
ceruleus; OB = olfactory bulb; PT = pretectal nuclei; RF = 
reticular formation; S = septum; T = tectum; Th = thalamus. 
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Figure 45-7 Injuries to the ascending arousal system, from 
the rostra1 pons through the thalamus and hypothalamus 
(purple area), can cause loss of consciousness. 

bra1 cortex and thalamus increase wakefulness and vig- 
ilance, as well as the responsiveness of cortical and tha- 
lamic neurons to sensory stimuli, a state known as 
arousal. These pathways are joined by ascending cholin- 
ergic inputs from the pedunculopontine and laterodor- 
sal tegmental nuclei and by other cell groups from the 
parabrachial nucleus through the paramedian midbrain 
reticular formation to form an ascending arousal system. 

The ascending arousal system divides into two ma- 
jor branches at the junction of the midbrain and dien- 
cephalon. One branch enters the thalamus, where it acti- 
vates and modulates thalamic relay nuclei as well as 
intralaminar and related nuclei with extensive diffuse 
cortical projections. The other branch travels through 
the lateral hypothalamic area and is joined by the as- 
cending output from the hypothalamic and basal fore- 
brain cell groups, all of which diffusely innervate the 
cerebral cortex. Lesions that disrupt either of these two 
branches impair consciousness (Figure 45-7). 

Consciousness Represents the Summated 
Activity of the Cerebral Cortex 

The nature of consciousness has been a subject of in- 
tense philosophical concern at least since Plato's Meno. 
However, only within the past 100 years has speculation 
on the basis of consciousness been informed by scien- 
tific understanding of how the brain works. Currently, 
there is general agreement that consciousness is the 

property of being aware of oneself and one's place in the 
environment. Scientifically, this is a very difficult prop- 
erty to measure (see Chapter 20). 

As a result, clinicians generally rely on a pragmatic 
definition based on observation: the ability of the indi- 
vidual to respond appropriately to environmental stim- 
uli. Careful clinical observations show that this ability to 
orient appropriately to stimuli is dependent upon the 
summated activity of the two cerebral hemispheres. 
When parts of the cerebral cortex are damaged a patient 
may be unable to process certain types of information, 
and thus the patient is not conscious of certain aspects 
of the environment. For example, a patient with a lesion 
in Wernicke's area in the dominant hemisphere may not 
be aware of the semantic content of speech, and thus 
would use and interpret language only for emotional 
gesturing. This type of "fractional" loss of conscious- 
ness is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 19. Accord- 
ing to this view of conciousness, generalized impair- 
ment of consciousness implies diffuse dysfunction in 
both cerebral hemispheres. 

One problem with a definition of consciousness 
based on responsiveness to stimuli emerged at the be- 
ginning of the twentieth century, when clinicians began 
to report cases of patients with injuries to the brain stem 
but no injuries to the cerebral hemispheres who were 
unable to respond to stimuli. Most observers thought 
that the inability to respond reflected mainly impair- 
ment of sensory and motor pathways. In the absence of 
an independent measure of cortical activity, this view 
was difficult to disprove. 

Fortunately, in the late 1920s Hans Berger, a Swiss 
psychiatrist, invented the electroencephalogram (EEG) 
to assess the electrical activity of the cerebral cortex (see 
Box 46-1). During alert wakefulness the EEG shows a 
pattern of low-voltage, fast (>>I2 Hz) electrical activity 
called desynchronized. During deep sleep the EEG is 
dominated by high-voltage, slow (<3 Hz) electrical ac- 
tivity called synchronized (Figure 45-8). These patterns 
are discussed in detail in Chapter 47. 

The EEG Reflects Two Modes of Firing of 
Thalamic Neurons 

The EEG is important in assessing wakefulness because 
electrical activity in the cerebral cortex reflects the fir- 
ing patterns in the thalamocortical system, a necessary 
component of maintaining a waking state. As we shall 
learn in the next two chapters, electrical activity mea- 
sured from the surface of the skull reflects the sum- 
mated activity of synaptic potentials in the dendrites 
of cortical neurons. The specific rhythmic pattern of 
the EEG waveform thus reflects synchronized waves of 
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Figure 45-7 Injuries to the ascending arousal system, from 
the rostra1 pons through the thalamus and hypothalamus 
(purple area), can cause loss of consciousness. 

bra1 cortex and thalamus increase wakefulness and vig- 
ilance, as well as the responsiveness of cortical and tha- 
lamic neurons to sensory stimuli, a state known as 
arousal. These pathways are joined by ascending cholin- 
ergic inputs from the pedunculopontine and laterodor- 
sal tegmental nuclei and by other cell groups from the 
parabrachial nucleus through the paramedian midbrain 
reticular formation to form an ascending arousal system. 

The ascending arousal system divides into two ma- 
jor branches at the junction of the midbrain and dien- 
cephalon. One branch enters the thalamus, where it acti- 
vates and modulates thalamic relay nuclei as well as 
intralaminar and related nuclei with extensive diffuse 
cortical projections. The other branch travels through 
the lateral hypothalamic area and is joined by the as- 
cending output from the hypothalamic and basal fore- 
brain cell groups, all of which diffusely innervate the 
cerebral cortex. Lesions that disrupt either of these two 
branches impair consciousness (Figure 45-7). 

Consciousness Represents the Summated 
Activity of the Cerebral Cortex 

The nature of consciousness has been a subject of in- 
tense philosophical concern at least since Plato's Meno. 
However, only within the past 100 years has speculation 
on the basis of consciousness been informed by scien- 
tific understanding of how the brain works. Currently, 
there is general agreement that consciousness is the 

property of being aware of oneself and one's place in the 
environment. Scientifically, this is a very difficult prop- 
erty to measure (see Chapter 20). 

As a result, clinicians generally rely on a pragmatic 
definition based on observation: the ability of the indi- 
vidual to respond appropriately to environmental stim- 
uli. Careful clinical observations show that this ability to 
orient appropriately to stimuli is dependent upon the 
summated activity of the two cerebral hemispheres. 
When parts of the cerebral cortex are damaged a patient 
may be unable to process certain types of information, 
and thus the patient is not conscious of certain aspects 
of the environment. For example, a patient with a lesion 
in Wernicke's area in the dominant hemisphere may not 
be aware of the semantic content of speech, and thus 
would use and interpret language only for emotional 
gesturing. This type of "fractional" loss of conscious- 
ness is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 19. Accord- 
ing to this view of conciousness, generalized impair- 
ment of consciousness implies diffuse dysfunction in 
both cerebral hemispheres. 

One problem with a definition of consciousness 
based on responsiveness to stimuli emerged at the be- 
ginning of the twentieth century, when clinicians began 
to report cases of patients with injuries to the brain stem 
but no injuries to the cerebral hemispheres who were 
unable to respond to stimuli. Most observers thought 
that the inability to respond reflected mainly impair- 
ment of sensory and motor pathways. In the absence of 
an independent measure of cortical activity, this view 
was difficult to disprove. 

Fortunately, in the late 1920s Hans Berger, a Swiss 
psychiatrist, invented the electroencephalogram (EEG) 
to assess the electrical activity of the cerebral cortex (see 
Box 46-1). During alert wakefulness the EEG shows a 
pattern of low-voltage, fast (>>I2 Hz) electrical activity 
called desynchronized. During deep sleep the EEG is 
dominated by high-voltage, slow (<3 Hz) electrical ac- 
tivity called synchronized (Figure 45-8). These patterns 
are discussed in detail in Chapter 47. 

The EEG Reflects Two Modes of Firing of 
Thalamic Neurons 

The EEG is important in assessing wakefulness because 
electrical activity in the cerebral cortex reflects the fir- 
ing patterns in the thalamocortical system, a necessary 
component of maintaining a waking state. As we shall 
learn in the next two chapters, electrical activity mea- 
sured from the surface of the skull reflects the sum- 
mated activity of synaptic potentials in the dendrites 
of cortical neurons. The specific rhythmic pattern of 
the EEG waveform thus reflects synchronized waves of 
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Figure 45-7 Injuries to the ascending arousal system, from 
the rostra1 pons through the thalamus and hypothalamus 
(purple area), can cause loss of consciousness. 

bra1 cortex and thalamus increase wakefulness and vig- 
ilance, as well as the responsiveness of cortical and tha- 
lamic neurons to sensory stimuli, a state known as 
arousal. These pathways are joined by ascending cholin- 
ergic inputs from the pedunculopontine and laterodor- 
sal tegmental nuclei and by other cell groups from the 
parabrachial nucleus through the paramedian midbrain 
reticular formation to form an ascending arousal system. 

The ascending arousal system divides into two ma- 
jor branches at the junction of the midbrain and dien- 
cephalon. One branch enters the thalamus, where it acti- 
vates and modulates thalamic relay nuclei as well as 
intralaminar and related nuclei with extensive diffuse 
cortical projections. The other branch travels through 
the lateral hypothalamic area and is joined by the as- 
cending output from the hypothalamic and basal fore- 
brain cell groups, all of which diffusely innervate the 
cerebral cortex. Lesions that disrupt either of these two 
branches impair consciousness (Figure 45-7). 

Consciousness Represents the Summated 
Activity of the Cerebral Cortex 

The nature of consciousness has been a subject of in- 
tense philosophical concern at least since Plato's Meno. 
However, only within the past 100 years has speculation 
on the basis of consciousness been informed by scien- 
tific understanding of how the brain works. Currently, 
there is general agreement that consciousness is the 

property of being aware of oneself and one's place in the 
environment. Scientifically, this is a very difficult prop- 
erty to measure (see Chapter 20). 

As a result, clinicians generally rely on a pragmatic 
definition based on observation: the ability of the indi- 
vidual to respond appropriately to environmental stim- 
uli. Careful clinical observations show that this ability to 
orient appropriately to stimuli is dependent upon the 
summated activity of the two cerebral hemispheres. 
When parts of the cerebral cortex are damaged a patient 
may be unable to process certain types of information, 
and thus the patient is not conscious of certain aspects 
of the environment. For example, a patient with a lesion 
in Wernicke's area in the dominant hemisphere may not 
be aware of the semantic content of speech, and thus 
would use and interpret language only for emotional 
gesturing. This type of "fractional" loss of conscious- 
ness is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 19. Accord- 
ing to this view of conciousness, generalized impair- 
ment of consciousness implies diffuse dysfunction in 
both cerebral hemispheres. 

One problem with a definition of consciousness 
based on responsiveness to stimuli emerged at the be- 
ginning of the twentieth century, when clinicians began 
to report cases of patients with injuries to the brain stem 
but no injuries to the cerebral hemispheres who were 
unable to respond to stimuli. Most observers thought 
that the inability to respond reflected mainly impair- 
ment of sensory and motor pathways. In the absence of 
an independent measure of cortical activity, this view 
was difficult to disprove. 

Fortunately, in the late 1920s Hans Berger, a Swiss 
psychiatrist, invented the electroencephalogram (EEG) 
to assess the electrical activity of the cerebral cortex (see 
Box 46-1). During alert wakefulness the EEG shows a 
pattern of low-voltage, fast (>>I2 Hz) electrical activity 
called desynchronized. During deep sleep the EEG is 
dominated by high-voltage, slow (<3 Hz) electrical ac- 
tivity called synchronized (Figure 45-8). These patterns 
are discussed in detail in Chapter 47. 

The EEG Reflects Two Modes of Firing of 
Thalamic Neurons 

The EEG is important in assessing wakefulness because 
electrical activity in the cerebral cortex reflects the fir- 
ing patterns in the thalamocortical system, a necessary 
component of maintaining a waking state. As we shall 
learn in the next two chapters, electrical activity mea- 
sured from the surface of the skull reflects the sum- 
mated activity of synaptic potentials in the dendrites 
of cortical neurons. The specific rhythmic pattern of 
the EEG waveform thus reflects synchronized waves of 
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Figure 45-7 Injuries to the ascending arousal system, from 
the rostra1 pons through the thalamus and hypothalamus 
(purple area), can cause loss of consciousness. 
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Omurilik

• Hepsini göstermiş olmak için

• Gri ve beyaz iç ve dış farkı
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Derken...

• Korteks ve talamus şu 
ana dek en ilginçleri

• Ama temel sorulara 
yaklaşmadık bile....

Beyincik

Omurilik

Beyin 
kökü

Serebral 
yarıküre
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“Eğer  ‘kişi-lik’ bireysel bir kişi olmanın nitelik 
ya da durumuna tekabül ediyorsa, ‘beyin-lik’ de 
bir beyin olmanın nitelik ya da durumuna verilen 
ad olabilir. Bu ontolojik nitelik ‘serebral özneyi’ 
tanımlar, ki bu özne, hiç olmazsa endüstrileşmiş 
ve fazlasıyla tıbbileşmiş toplumlarda, kendisine 
20. yüzyıl ortalarından beri birçok toplumsal atıf 
edinmiştir”. (Fernando Vidal, 2009, “Brainhood, 
anthropological figure of modernity”, History of 
the Human Sciences) 
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